
IMPACT OF PORTUGUESE ON TOKUGAWA JAPAN

The Portuguese had a great influence on Shogunate Japan's society. When the Portuguese arrived in Japan in , they
were astounded by.

These two books became the basic study materials of many Rangaku schools in Japan. The protestant Dutch,
whose first objective was trade and not the propagation of the Christian faith, had arrived and established their
credibility just in time. In 50 years the country changed from a feudal society to a modern western democracy.
The original European press of was afterwards expanded to include Japanese characters and script, chiefly in
hiragana. Telescopes, medical instruments, medicines, canons, globes, exotic animals such as zebras, camels
and monkeys were all examples of gifts presented to the Shogun and other high ranking officials. Recently
many books and articles about Portuguese India have been published. Tokyo: Iwanamishoten. Ikenaga to
attribute some of them to Nobunaga's palace at Azuchi-yama, so greatly admired by the Jesuits, but this is
manifestly incorrect, since the type of European map used is of a later date than the death of Nobunaga and
destruction of Azuchi in  It may be added that in some of these screens the style of painting and the materials
used are half Japanese and half European, oil paints being used for the figures and Japanese paints for the
background. Doubtless these acolytes began to be taught to copy European religious pictures and images soon
after the foundation of the Japan mission by St. Within a century of the arrival of the Portuguese in Japan in ,
they are followed by the Dutch and British who have battled to break the Portuguese and then Spanish control
of the Asian spice trade. Naturally enough, too, one of the most effective means of propagating Portuguese
-and thus also European- culture was through the training schools and colleges founded by the Jesuits for their
neophytes and converts, which thus turned out yearly a large number of graduates imbued with European ideas
and outlook, whose influence upon their fellow countrymen can scarcely have been negligible. Also, Jesuit
missionary activities were expanding in the s in the ports of Southeast Asia, and there was a danger that
missionaries could be smuggled into Japan from Manila or Macao. Those of the first class can already
compose and recite therein, reading some lessons in a masterly manner, whilst they can perform some
dialogue-plays in Latin. Though of Flemish origin, these maps may rightly be included under the heading of
Portuguese influence, since there is little doubt that their prototypes were brought back by the celebrated
Kyushu Embassy to Lisbon, Madrid and Rome in  The demand for raw silk and textiles arose in the following
period after society stabilized. It is worth noting that while they were Portuguese, they were involved in the
Japanâ€”Manila trade. Google Scholar Frois, Luis. See Boyajian  Japanese merchants, eager to expand their
markets, were happy to receive the newcomers and their goods. These artists were drawn from the ranks of the
lay acolytes or Dojucus Dogicos as the Portuguese called them after the Japanese term doshuku, meaning
'fellow-lodger' or 'fellow-guest', and whose duties are best explained by the following extract from a
contemporary Jesuit report drawn up in the year 28 : In Japan the word dogicos is used to describe a class of
men who, whether young or old, shave their heads and renounce the World by entering the service of the
Church; some studying with a view to eventually becoming Religious and clergy, whilst others render various
household services which cannot be performed in Japan save by bald-pated acolytes of this kind, such as the
office of sacristan, bringer of chanoyu, messenger, helper at Mass or burial services, at baptisms and in other
like solemnities of the Church, and in accompanying the Padres; those of them who are capable thereof
likewise help in catechizing, in preaching to and conversion of the Christians. They are decorated with the
Quinas or Portuguese heraldic emblem, whilst the scale of leagues, wind-roses and other technical points are
all of purely Portuguese provenance. Kyoto: Shibunkaku Shuppan. To most Japanese the Netherlands became
just another European country. An exception was made for the public women of Murayama district, who were
allowed to stay one night at a time on the island. The Nanban Trade: Merchants and Missionaries, â€”
Kawahara Keiga was the personal assistant to Von Siebold and his paintings give a detailed description of life
on Deshima at the beginning of the 19th century. Google Scholar Pages, Leon. The Japanese occupation of
Indonesia finally led to that country's independence. However, there is limited research on the relationship of
Portuguese with local regimes or the Portuguese presence viewed from a broad perspective based on an
understanding of maritime Asia. They worked in close cooperation with the Japanese committee headed by
Dr. He was found out, and banned for life under suspicion of being a spy. The enterprise of the Jesuit in
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importing these useful European commodities was speedily appreciated by their Japanese converts, many of
whom proved apt pupils in this art.


